
Mind the map!
with Grzegorz Spiewak



Mind the map!
How to organize, consolidate 

& better remember key vocabulary
- for exam purposes and beyond 



Here is why …



A way forward ?



             sok 

         szalet 

     a to matoł

 sock

   chalet 

   a tomato

Option 1: sound associations

[ pun intended ! ]



chimney 

dark 

ciemny 

Option 1: sound associations

- continued



!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!head
%%%%%%%shoulder%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%shoulder
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%chest
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%ribs
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%waist
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%hip%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%hip
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%bottom
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%thigh%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%thigh
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%knee%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%knee
% % foot% % % % foot%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Option 2: Word art



http://www.tagxedo.com

http://www.tagxedo.com/
http://www.tagxedo.com/
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Option 3: Letter art

 increase I  SOLATE
red , blue, green

thick - thin 



organize, organize, 

organize ! 

The rule of 3 ‘Os’



Mono-tone = monotonous



Mono-tone = monotonous



… and overwhelming



~"200
x"15

="3000…

… and overwhelming



Left - alone - is not right !
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‘ A Map’ or ‘ to map’ ?



Kolorem!niebieskim!lub!czarnym!wpisz!do!mapy!wrazowej!słowa!i!wyrażenia,!które!już!znasz.



























Use a word ten 
times and it shall 
be yours for life!

Amanda, Amanda, Amanda, 

Amanda, Amanda, Amanda, 

Amanda, Amanda, Amanda, 

Amanda …

Comic relief ...



Repetition – no matter what and how – 

is almost certainly not a gateway to success …

The quality of that repetition is important, 

not only the quantity.

To fix new material in one’s mind, we need to 

engage in active reconstruction and reorganisation.



Map as process: exam task 1



Map as process: CUMULATIVE



Map as process: CUMULATIVE



Map as process: REVISION



Map as process: REVISION



Map as process: REVISION



Word Map goes digital !



Word Map goes digital !





 “With the physical beauty and complexity of your 
brain, and its enormous intellectual and 

emotional powers  and with new techniques for 
allowing your brain to express and organize it, 

[…] learning should become 
a delightful and flowing process that brings no 

pain and frustration but pleasure and 
fulfillment”. 

 (adapted from:Tony Buzan, Use Both Sides of Your Brain 1991:143)




